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NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF IND/A 

All Member banks & Prepaid Payment Instrument Issuers (PPls) of IMPS 

Sub: Updated Response Codes List for IMPS 

Objective of this document is to explain the response codes to be populated by the Beneficiary Banks that 

are applicable for IMPS transactions and eliminate those response codes that are not relevant for IMPS 

transactions. E.g. Merchant and Aadhaar based transactions have been discontinued in IMPS and 

hence these response codes need to be deleted at Beneficiary Banks end. However, it is observed that 

many Beneficiary Banks are still populating these response codes. In this regard, we have updated the 

response code list by removing the response codes which are not applicable for IMPS transactions. 

We request you to check whether the existing response codes are mapped correctly in your switch for 

IMPS transactions. Please disable/eliminate those response codes which are not applicable for IMPS 

transactions. However, if the Beneficiary Bank still populates a Response Code which is not in the 

revised and updated Response Code list, NPCI shall decline the transaction with response code ISO RC 

20 (Invalid response code). 

Members are requested to set the valid response codes in their switch before 31st Dec, 2018. 

We request all IMPS member banks to populate correct reason for the decline, so that the Remitting 

Banks can suitably inform their customer as to the correct reason for decline of any transaction. This will 

also help in reducing the Business/ Technical declines. 

Please contact the following officials for any further clarification: 

Name E-mail ID Contact No 

Siddanth Dhar siddanthdhar@noci. ora. in 9152085781 

Nitheesh SK nitheesh.skumar@n12ci.org.in 9152085775 

Yours faithfully, 

SD/-

Ram Sundaresan 
SVP & Head - Operations 

Encl: - IMPS response codes fist (Annexure -A) 
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